The LGSS Safeguarding Adults - Mental Capacity Act and Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards In-house Training Offer (2019)

With a training team with over a decade of experience in delivering high quality training in Safeguarding Adults the Mental Capacity Act and Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards, LGSS are pleased to offer a portfolio of in-house courses which will support all professionals to understand and apply these areas of law to their practice. All courses and their learning objectives are linked to your requisite legal, contractual, regulatory and professional responsibilities.

COMMUNITY TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

LGSS and our other partner agencies offer a suite of community based learning sessions on both Safeguarding Adults and the MCA/DoLS. The following links will take you directly to where you can access these sessions:

LGSS Safeguarding Adults and MCA/DoLS—Click [here](#).
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Safeguarding Adults Board—Click [here](#).
Peterborough City Council—Click [here](#) (Peterborough provider service only).

IN-HOUSE TRAINING

All our bespoke in-house training, packaged course materials, learning and content is shaped and targeted to make it personalised to the work you do. In addition to a totally personalised training event, attendee numbers at bespoke events are only limited by the size of venue provided in-house, the responsibility for which lies with the commissioning organisation.
Further support can be offered to help customers meet the Key Lines of Enquiry (KLoE) outlined by the Care Quality Commission (CQC). Thus helping to keep you and your staff fully compliant with the very latest developments in the Care Act with safeguarding adults and the MCA and DoLS.

All bespoke learning and development services in this area come at outstanding value at only £300 a day for smaller organisations that operate in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough (£400 for larger organisations that have services outside of these regions). This includes access to free expert consultancy and support on how to apply the Making Safeguarding Personal approach and the MCA and deprivation of liberty in your practice.

Safeguarding Adults

Training for frontline staff
The half day Making Safeguarding Personal course can be accessed in-house allowing you to run 2 sessions in a day at no extra cost. This course can either serve as a refresher for frontline staff or as introduction to the Making Safeguarding Personal approach to ensure this is embedded in all areas of health and social care and especially when dealing with adult safeguarding concerns.

Training for senior staff
The more advanced workshops, can be tailored to fit in with your learning and development needs on request. These courses are appropriate for all senior staff working in any sector with adults with care and support needs who have supervisory responsibilities which may include, but are not limited to:

- Writing or updating policies and procedures related to Safeguarding Adults in line with CQC/commissioning demands
- Responsibilities for Safeguarding Adults training needs for the staff team in line with the Care Certificate
- Point of contact for initial safeguarding concerns and ensuring the Making Safeguarding Personal approach has been applied
- Promoting the wellbeing of adults with care and support needs
- Adopting a positive working culture within the workplace

For further information or to book training in your service contact: Christine.jones@cambridgeshire.gov.uk (07769882831)

The MCA and DoLS in-house training offer
As part of any MCA/DoLS bespoke training package, the training and development team are happy to review any current forms used in your organisation to record consent, capacity and best interests. We will offer advice and guidance on these, which is all part of the training offer and will not incur any further costs.
Training for frontline staff

The half-day ‘Mental Capacity Act and Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards – An Introduction’ course can be accessed in-house allowing you to run 2 sessions in a day at no extra cost.

This course can either serve as a refresher for frontline staff or as an introduction to these important areas of health and social care law.

Training for senior staff

The full-day MCA/DoLS advanced workshop is a very popular session and is appropriate for all senior staff working in any health and social care service (including nurses), who have responsibilities which may include, but are not limited to:

- Writing care plans
- Completing capacity assessments
- Documenting best interests decisions
- Writing risk assessments
- Understanding Deprivation of Liberty
- Applying the safeguards for Deprivation of Liberty appropriately to your specific service.

For further information or to book training in your service contact: james.codling@cambridgeshire.gov.uk (07584490240).

Working with Children’s services

Both the Mental Capacity Act and recent court decisions relating to Deprivation of Liberty have had wide reaching implications for organisations that work with children and young people. Our learning and development team has 5 years experience of developing best practice, guidance and policies with local authoritieschildren’s services.

To arrange a tailored learning and development workshop that focuses specifically on working with people under the age of 18 (or would come under SEND) contact: james.codling@cambridgeshire.gov.uk (07584490240)

For information on Safeguarding Adults—the Mental Capacity Act and Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards training click here.
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